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BETWEEN 10th and 25th April i960 I watched the behaviour of a 
number of Capercaillies (Tetrao urogallus) at a display ground in 
Aberdeenshire. The area in which these observations were made lay 
on the hill of Sluie on the north bank of the river Dee about two miles 
south-east of Kincardine O'Neil. 

On 10th and n t h April I searched the area for Capercaillies, starting 
before the first light of dawn. The places where each bird was seen 
or flushed were carefully noted. This type of search was repeated on 
the 16th to make sure that no display grounds had been missed. On 
12th, 15 th and 17th April various hide positions were tested and pre
liminary observations were made of the behaviour of the birds. 
Between the 18th and 25 th observations were made each morning on 
one of the display grounds. On the 13th a gale with rain squalls 
prevented early morning observations, but on this and many other 
days I was present on the hill during the day adjusting hides and search
ing for birds. No attempt was made to study the behaviour in the 
evening. 

It is a pleasure for me to acknowledge here the great kindness of 
Brigadier and Mrs. B. C. Bradford of Kincardine, who gave me per
mission to watch the birds on their estate and who helped me make 
observations on the morning of 23 rd April. I was also helped on 
several days by Mr. A. Duguid, and by Mr. C. Burges-Lumsden on 
the 22nd. I am most grateful to Mrs. E. G. Jermolajev who translated 
Russian papers for me and to my wife, Karin, who translated German 
and Swedish texts. 

TIME AND PLACE OF CAPERCAILLIE DISPLAY 

On the hill of Sluie display was well under way on 10th April and I 
do not know when the birds first started to visit the display grounds. 
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According to Fuschlberger (1956), Capercaillie COCKS in Germany 
begin to display in March, or even exceptionally in late February, on 
their winter home range. Later on they move to the communal 
grounds where a number of cocks may hold territories and where 
most display takes place. Hainard and Meylan (1935) believed that 
display started much later in the high Jura, perhaps even as late as 
April. Kirikov (1947), writing of the Capercaillies inhabiting the 
pine-birch-larch forest of the Bashkir Nature Reserve, heard the first 
songs at display grounds on the last few days of March or the first in 
April. In the exceptionally warm spring of 1942 he heard two cocks 
singing on 20th February. He found that the migratory Capercaillies 
of the broad-leaved forest-steppe zone displayed on their arrival at 
their breeding grounds in the southern Urals about 16th to 19th April. 

According to Fuschlberger, the spring display period in Germany 
may continue well into June and ends with the onset of the moult. 
He writes that the autumn period of display may begin as early as 
August, but does not become regular until September and October. 

Kirikov draws a distinction between summer and autumn display. 
Between 1939 and 1945, in the Bashkir Nature Reserve, he found that 
the commencement of summer display, which took place on the display 
grounds, varied between 28th July and 17th August. This display 
period, which coincided with the moult from summer to winter 
plumage, ended between 22nd and 30th August. All the thirteen 
displaying birds he collected at this time proved to be fourteen to 
fifteen months old. He points out that autumn display did not take 
place on the display grounds and gives a number of dates in October 
when he heard birds singing. Capercaillie apparently continue to 
display irregularly throughout the winter in the Bashkir Nature 
Reserve and he mentions dates in November, January and February 
when cocks were heard performing. 

In common with the "lek" species of grouse the same places may be 
used as display grounds year after year. Fuschlberger mentions one 
place where seven displaying cocks were shot out of the same tree 
over a period of ten years. Kirikov found the same places used year 
after year by the migratory population of Capercaillies that he studied. 

I have no information on the continuity of use over the years of 
places chosen as display grounds on the hill of Sluie. I found two 
display grounds which were used each morning during the period of 
my observations. Both were found on 10th April on my first search 
of the hill. On that day the "east" display ground held eight birds of 
which at least three were cocks and two were hens. I was unable to 
determine the sex of the other three. On the "west" display ground 
there were four cocks and one hen. I heard three other cocks singing 
at other places on the hill. 
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TERRITORIAL BEHAVIOUR 

On the "west" display ground, where I made most of my observations, 
it was possible to distinguish individually two of the three territorial 
males. One, which will be called the "south" cock, in whose territory 
I placed my hide, was a large and extremely black bird with very few 
white marks on his tail. The second, which will be called the "hill" 
cock, had lost a patch of feathers from the side of his head. A third, 
and I assume that the same bird occupied this area daily, had no special 
distinguishing features, and will be called the "east" cock. All three 
birds remained within well-defined areas, the boundaries of which did 
not touch those of their neighbours. 

The three photographs on plate 50 were taken from the same 
position east of the display ground. On them I have marked in white 
the approximate boundaries of the cocks' territories. The "south" 
cock normally defended and displayed on a small knoll in an area 
about 10 yards wide and 30 yards long (plate 50a). The "hill" cock 
remained within an area 2 5 yards by 40 yards, the edge of which was 
about 25 yards from the edge of the "south" cock's territory (plate 
50b). The "east" cock displayed in an area about the same size as 
that of the "hill" cock. Part of his territory, however, lay out of 
sight of my hide behind a fallen tree (plate 50c). The edges of his 
territory lay some 20 yards from the boundary of that of the "hill" 
cock and 40 yards from the easternmost boundary of the "south" 
cock's territory. 

The species composition of the forest at this display ground was 
about 50% birch (Betula alba), 30% larch (Larix decidua), and 20% 
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris). There were some thickets of young birch 
in the area. (Both the display grounds were situated close to the edge 
of the wood where there were clumps of larches; as these came into 
leaf the young shoots were heavily used as food.) 

Between their territories there was a substantial strip of ground 
undefended by these birds. Here they ignored the non-territorial 
males which visited the display ground on most mornings. If this 
situation is typical of Capercaillie display grounds, the behaviour of 
this species contrasts with that of the Black Grouse (Lyrurus tetrix), 
and of the Greater Prairie Chicken (Tympanuchus cupido) and Sharp-
tailed Grouse (Pedioecefes phasianellus) of North America. 'The territories 
of cocks of these "lek" species abut on one another and they spend 
much time in ritual and actual fighting as well as displaying at one 
another along their boundaries. Because of this important difference I 
do not believe that the term "lek" is appropriate when discussing a 
Capercaillie display ground. 

These three Capercaillie cocks on the "west" display ground were 
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occasionally seen to leave their territories during the display period in 
the morning. The following instances were recorded. 

On 22nd April a hen flew down out of a tree and settled on the 
ground about thirty yards west of the edge of the "south" cock's 
territory. When he followed her, she moved still further to the west 
and they both disappeared from view behind a dense thicket of young 
birches. They were joined by two more hens, by the "hill" cock, and 
by two non-territorial cocks. I was unable to see most of the sub
sequent activity, but I could hear repeated songs and occasionally the 
sound of beating wings. 

On 20th April two hens flew down and landed in the unclaimed area 
between the territories of the "hill" and "south" cocks. Immediately 
both males, with breast feathers erected in threat display, hurried 
towards them. They stopped at the bottom of a shallow depression, 
some five yards apart, and performed several displays* at each other. 
Breaking off this activity, they approached each other with tails partly 
closed and held at an angle of about 700. When their lowered heads 
were about a foot apart they stopped for a few seconds and pecked 
at each other. The blows, which did not seem to connect, appeared 
to be aimed at the other's beak. Suddenly the "hill" cock retreated 
two or three steps and carried out a sequence of movements which will 
be described later and which I have called the bowing display and have 
tentatively interpreted as a "high intensity threat display". They 
resumed the performance of displays for about half a minute, until the 
"soudi" cock turned to round up the hens and drive them into his 
territory. 

On 22nd April a similar sequence of events took place. On this 
occasion the "south" cock reached the single hen first and placed him
self between her and the "hill" cock. While the "south" cock was 
driving her into his territory, the "hill" cock ran down to interfere. 
He then performed three "high intensity threat displays" in rapid 
succession. Simultaneously with his last one, the "south" cock also 
executed this display. Each cock resumed the song display posture 
and, after completing several songs, returned to his territory. 

I saw no real fights on the hill of Sluie in i960, perhaps because the 
period of territory establishment was over when I started my observa
tions. I have mentioned that the "hill" cock could be recognized by a 
patch of feathers missing from the side of his head. These may have 
been lost during a fight. Fuschlberger describes savage fighting 
between cocks at the time when they were establishing territories. 
Kirikov also reports bitter fighting and mentions one cock which even 
attacked the dead body of its adversary after it had been shot. 

*Sce discussion under SONG DISPLAY. 
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Hainard and Meylan saw no real fighting in spite of many hours of 
observation. They described how four cocks and two hens displayed 
on 29th April: "The cocks passed and repassed untiringly one before 
the other, without paying the least attention to one another. During 
one and a half hours that morning that our observations lasted there 
was no combat, not even the least hostile gesture. There was no 
copulation. Later, about mid-May, at the time of copulation the 
display enters a second phase, that of the defence of territory" (my 
translation). Even during the territorial phase of the breeding cycle 
they saw no fights and believed that if they occurred they were far 
from being the rule. 

BEHAVIOUR OF N O N - T E R R I T O R I A L COCKS 

The "west" display ground was visited nearly every morning by vary
ing numbers of cocks which defended no territories during the period 
of my observations. Most of those that I was able to examine at 
sufficiently close range appeared to be yearlings. They were usually 
appreciably smaller than the territorial cocks and their beaks were 
dusky instead of conspicuous ivory-green in colour. Their tails were 
shorter and the rectrices narrower. Chiefly, however, they differed in 
behaviour. They arrived on the display ground usually well after 
the territorial cocks had begun to display. When they had roosted in 
the trees near the display ground, they were later to descend. They 
stood still or circled the display ground and sometimes behaved 
aggressively towards one another. Even in the presence of females 
they did not perform the full song display, although they sometimes 
erected their tails and uttered a few clicks. On a few occasions they 
did not react in any way to the presence of hens. 

Fuschlberger points out that yearling males usually perform the 
song display imperfectly at the beginning of the mating season and 
then display properly towards the end. Kirikov also comments on the 
incomplete songs of yearling males and presents data which suggest 
that these young birds start to visit the display grounds later in the 
spring than the older cocks. Nevertheless, he believes that yearlings 
of the South Ural population were sexually mature and points out that 
the average testes weight of yearlings collected in the spring fell above 
the minimal weight of the testes from birds two and three years old. 
He also quotes S. A. Khvatov (1861), who reported captive yearlings 
which bred. 

The territorial cocks ignored these "yearlings" when they wandered 
into the unclaimed areas between their territories, and the "south" 
cock even tolerated one in his territory for about ten minutes one 
morning before he drove him away. This particular yearling stood 
quietly with neck extended forward, head and bill pointed slightly 
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TABLE I—NUMBERS OF CAPERCAILZIES (Te/rao urogallus) VISITING THE 

" W E S T " DISPLAY GROUND, ABERDEENSHIRE, APRIL i960 

12th April 
18th April 
19th April 
20th April 
21 st April 
22nd April 
23 rd April 
24th April 
25th April 

Territorial 
cocks 

1 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

Non-territorial 
cocks 

0 

3 
3 
1 

4 
3 
4 
0 

1 

Hens 

2 

4 
9 
6 
9 
4 
6 
i 

1 

upward, beard not erected, and tail closed and lowered. Had he 
adopted an aggressive posture, it is likely that he would have been 
attacked immediately, 

On two mornings a cock which may not have been a yearling ap
peared at the east end of the display ground. He did not perform 
song displays and did not defend a territory, although on one occasion 
he directed a bowing display at a yearling cock. Later the same 
morning he performed this display three times, but I was not able to 
see the object of his attention. 

Table 1 gives the number of territorial and non-territorial cocks and 
the number of hens which visited the "west" display ground on the 
nine mornings for which I have complete observations. 

BEHAVIOUR OF HENS 

Capercaillie hens did not normally roost in the trees on the "west" 
display ground, but a single one certainly did so once and the same 
thing possibly happened on two other occasions. They usually spent 
the night elsewhere and flew into the trees at the display ground in the 
morning an average of 15 minutes after the first song was uttered by a 
cock. The times of arrival of the first hen are presented in Table 2. 

On no occasion did incoming hens land directly on the ground; 
instead they usually settled high up in larches. Before 19th April no 
hens were seen to descend to the ground at all, although they sometimes 
worked their way to the lowest branches of the trees. Table 2 also 
shows the times when the first hen was seen to descend to the ground 
on each morning from the 19th to the 25 th. 

MORNING ACTIVITY AT THE " " W E S T " DISPLAY GROUND 

Capercaillie are by no means the first birds astir in the morning, 
Among diurnal species I always heard Robins (Erithacus rubecula), 
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TABLE Z—TIMING OF MORNING ACTIVITIES OF CAPERCAILLIES (Tetrao urogallus) 

AND OTHER BIRDS AT THE " W E S T " DISPLAY GROUND, ABERDEENSHIRE, APRIL I 9 6 0 

All times are GMT 

Time of sunrise 
Cloud condit ions 

Firs t song of Robin {Erilhacus rubecula) 
First call of Red Grouse (Lagopus scolkus) 
First song of Song Thrush (I ' . philomelos) 
Firs t call of Capercaillie <J 
Arr ival of first Capercaillie $ 
First $ to descend to g r o u n d 
N u m b e r of copulations seen 
Times of copulat ions 

18th 

4-54 
0/10 

3-44 
3-43 
3-49 
4.12 

4-33 
-
0 

19th 

4-52 
l ight 
over
cast 

3-55 
3-47 
4.02 
4.07 
4.16 
4.50 
0 

20th 

4.49 
5/10 

3-44 

-
-
3-59 
4.19 
5.11 
1 

5.21 

2ISt 

4-47 
0/10 

3.36 
3.26 

-
3-53 
3-57 
4.20 

4 
4.26 
t o 

4-47 

22nd 

4.44 
3/10 

3-35 
3.36 
3.40 

3-44 
4.16 
4.20 
1 

4.25 

23rd 

4.42 
7/10 

3.29 
3.05 
3.36 

3-49 
3-54 
4.10 

7 
5.20 
t o 
6.20 

24th 

4-39 
l ight 
over
cast 

3-39 
3.36 

-
3.56 
4.14 

-
0 

25th 

4-37 
heavy 
over
cast 

3-49 
-
3-55 
4.12 

4-25 
6.05 
0 

Song Thrushes (Turdus philomelos), Blackbirds (T. merula), Carrion 
Crows {Corvus corone), Wood Pigeons (Columba palumbus) and Pheasants 
{Phasianus colchiciis) before the Capercaillie cocks started to call. On 
an average Robins started to sing 65 minutes, Song Thrushes 59 
minutes and Capercaillies 46 minutes before sunrise between 18th and 
25 th April. On overcast mornings all species began later. Table 2 
summarises the times when various species started to sing. 

Between 6.00 and 6.30 a.m. GMT, about the time when the sun had 
mounted above the hills and the display ground was bathed in direct 
sunlight, the hens and non-territorial cocks usually left. Sometimes 
the hens took off directly from the ground, but more often they flew 
into the trees before leaving. With their departure the intensity of 
display rapidly declined. The territorial cocks usually remained until 
I frightened them on leaving my hide. On some mornings, however, 
one or more wandered away on foot shortly after the hens departed. 

Fuschlberger mentions that cocks often return great distances to 
their home ranges after the display period in the morning is over. I 
saw some evidence of this movement on the hill of Sluie. On 15 th 
April, at about 6.30 a.m., three large cocks came into the wood from 
the south-west, flying together; they were travelling very high, had 
crossed the Dee valley and were coming from the direction of Craig-
more, a distance of at least i |m i l e s . On 16th April, at about 6.20 a.m., 
a single cock came to the hill of Sluie from the east; this bird also 
was flying very high and had probably come about three-quarters of 
a mile from the Craiglash wood. On 22nd April, at 6.05 a.m., a 
small cock flew out of a pine plantation half a mile east of the hill of 
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Sluie and headed for its north face. On 24th April, at 6.57 a.m., a 
large cock came over the hill of Sluie from the north, flying very high; 
he planed down, swung to the west and disappeared round the end of 
the wood, a distance of at least two miles. I saw no Capercaillies flying 
such distances at other times of the day. 

SONG DISPLAY 

The displays of Capercaillies have frequently been described in the 
Continental literature, but there seem to be few good accounts in 
English. Witherby et al. (1941) quoted only Millais (1909) and Lloyd 
(1867), and depended chiefly on French and German authors for their 
descriptions. While concealed in a hide on the "west" display ground 
I was able to watch their displays very closely, occasionally at a range 
of one or two yards. 

In common with that of other species of grouse, the sequence of 
movements and song which has been described as the courtship display 
has two functions. On a display ground it is used as an intimidating 
display when directed at other cocks, and when performed round a 
female on the ground it seems to have an erotic function. There may 
be subtle differences in the performance in different contexts, but I was 
unable to detect any. 

There is great variation in the intensity with which this display is 
delivered. During rain showers, or late in the morning, cocks may 
only perform the first part of it and may not erect and spread the tail 
normally. On the other hand, it is delivered with great vehemence 
when two cocks are trying to intimidate one another or when one is 
displaying before a hen. Without the stimulus derived from the 
presence of hens, there may be lengthy periods between performances 
of the display, but when hens are present song displays are delivered 
continually. 

In the song display the cock's tail was spread through an arc of about 
180° and erected at an angle close to the vertical. The wings were 
slightly lowered and the carpal joints were held close to the body but 
outside the flank feathers which cover them at rest. In high intensity 
display the tips of the primaries were lowered so that they often scraped 
against obstacles on the ground or were brushed by the bird's toes as 
he walked. When chasing a hen, a cock might even hold his wings 
well out from his body. The white shoulder patches were exposed. 
The neck was extended and held almost vertical while the bill was 
pointed upwards. The long feathers beneath the bill were erected 
and stood out like a beard. With legs slightly bent, the bird moved 
about or stood still while performing the song. This began with a 
series of double clicking noises, which may be rendered as ki-kop, the 
two parts of which were normally uttered about half a second apart at 
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F I G . I . Posture adopted by the male Capercaillie (Tetrao urogallus) during song 
display. The tail is spread almost vertically, while the wings are drooped and the 
white shoulder patches exposed. The neck is extended and the bill pointed upwards, 
with the long feathers of the chin and throat standing out like a beard, as the bird 

utters its curious song (pages 264-266) 

first. The bill was opened on the first click and closed on the second. 
At the same time the oesophagal area was sucked in as if the bird 
suffered from hiccoughs. The nictitating membrane sometimes 
flicked over the eye and the head was jerked upward. 

In the full song the intervals between these double clicks gradually 
shortened until the sounds almost ran together. This was interrupted 
by a note which sounded like a cork being withdrawn from a bottle. 
On 20th April a cock displayed to a hen a yard from the hide in which 
I was concealed. In every song heard at such close range a deep grunt, 
which reminded me of the thump uttered by a strutting domestic 
turkey, was emitted at the same time as the "cork" note. I could not 
hear this when the bird displayed more than seven yards from the hide. 
I am unable to say whether this sound is produced with the "cork" 
note in every song or whether it is reserved for high intensity display 
before a hen. 
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The third part of the song, which has been likened to the sound of a 
scythe being whetted, followed immediately. Three or four paired 
scraping notes were uttered while the bird opened and closed its bill 
and jerked its head up and back. It tilted its body forward and slightly 
erected the breast feathers as it uttered these notes. Fuschlberger 
estimated that this part of the song spanned three to five seconds. 

Many Continental writers have commented on the fact that Caper-
caillie cocks are oblivious to danger, such as the approach of a man, 
during the "whett ing" part of the song. This loss of perception 
is exploited by Continental sportsmen who move only during this 
period while stalking cocks during the spring shooting season. 
There has been some speculation on whether the bird closes its eyes 
while "whetting". However, I had many excellent opportunities of 
observing the eyes of one male while it sang, and can say that at no 
time was this bird seen to close its eyes during the final "whett ing" 
phase of the song. Sometimes it was seen to move the nictitating 
membrane, but this structure never covered the eye throughout the 
period of oblivion. 

The birds watched on the hill of Sluie'in i960 seldom performed the 
complete display from trees. They often clicked for some minutes in 
the early morning from a branch but soon flew down to perform the 
full song on the ground. Fig. 1 illustrates the posture adopted by a 
singing male. 

The sounds made by a Capercaillie cock during the song display are 
very subdued and do not carry far. At a distance of 80 yards the "hill" 
and "east" cocks could be heard "whett ing" only under the most 
favourable circumstances, and at 100 yards only the "cork" note could 
be distinguished. Hainard and Meylan compared the volume and 
carrying power of the song to those of some other birds and stated 
that it is a little less feeble than those of the Redstart (Phoenicurus 
phoenicurus), Yellowhammer (Emberi^a citrinelld) and Whitethroat 
{Sylvia communis). 

It might be worth noting here that the Capercaillie and the Stone 
Capercaillie (T. urogalloides) of eastern Siberia are the only grouse in 
the world which point their heads and bills vertically during the song 
display. Both these species have unusually broad skulls with a 
relatively great inter-orbital width. In these characters they are unique 
among the Tetraonidae. I noticed that while in the courtship posture, 
with bill pointed upward, cocks were able to follow hens and react 
to one another in such a way that I believe they suffer from little if 
any defect of forward vision, that is, under the bill. The two photo
graphs appearing on pages 25 and 30 of Tysk and Parling (1959) 
suggest that a Capercaillie cock's eyes are so set in its head that it 
may even possess stereoscopic vision in this plane. At the same time, 
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while moving in this posture they seem to be remarkably clumsy, 
tripping over branches and objects on the ground. This suggests 
that their downward vision during song display is not good. 

FLUTTER JUMP DISPLAY 

With the possible exception of two North American species, the Sage 
Grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) of the plains and the Ruffed Grouse 
(Bonasa umbellus) of forests, the males of all grouse perform an aerial 
display, the function of which is advertisement of territory. Some 
species commonly utter a loud call in conjunction with this perform
ance. In the case of the Ruffed Grouse, this aerial advertising display 
has evolved into a terrestrial form in which the bird usually stands on 
a log and "drums" with its wings. Its near relative, the Eurasian 
Hazel Hen (Tetrastes bonasia), may perform on the ground or in the air. 

The Hamerstroms (i960) have summarised the observations of a 
number of authors on the flutter jumping of Blackcocks and Greater 
Prairie Chickens. They concluded that "There is general agreement, 
if no real proof, that flutter jumping serves to advertise the display 
ground. At the same time there is much evidence that flutter jumping 
is a response to other birds." 

On the hill of Sluie the Capercaillies performed a rather clumsy 
flutter jump on their territories. The birds usually ran a few paces 
and launched themselves into the air with loud wing beats, flew some 
seven to ten yards, and settled. They seldom rose more than about 
three feet from the ground. There was often a flash of white from 
the under wing-coverts and axillaries as one took off and landed. No 
advertising call was uttered in association with this display. 

Hainard and Meylan noted that "all the cocks of a display ground 
normally execute them" (the advertising flights) "at the same time, for 
when one cock starts to jump, like a command his movement is 
repeated by all his companions in the neighbourhood" (my translation). 
It was the movement of other Capercaillies, either cocks or hens, in 
the vicinity of the display ground which seemed most often to stimulate 
this activity. For example, on 19th April I noted details of 20 flutter 
jumps carried out by three males displaying on their territories; 
this was between 4.07 a.m. when the first activity by a cock was recor
ded and 6.30 a.m. when I left the hide. A hen flying down to the 
ground stimulated one display flight. Four hens moving from one 
tree to another above the display area stimulated six. Two cocks 
leaving the display area elicited four, and three hens flying away 
another four. In the remaining five cases I was unable to detect the 
stimulus. Yearling cocks which did not defend territories were very 
seldom seen to perform advertising flights. 
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F I G . 2. First of two postures adopted by the male Capercaillie (Tetrao urogallus) 
during bowing display. When two males are disputing, the one initiating the 
display moves back two or three quick paces and raises the head and neck. The 
neck and tail are now both at an angle of about 700, the bill is tilted slightly upwards 
and the feathers on the lower neck and upper breast are erected so that their tips 

stand out to present a ragged appearance (see pages 269-270) 

THREAT DISPLAY 

Fuschlberger has pointed out the difference between the song posture 
(Bal^stellung) and the threat posture (Zornstellung), and Hainard and 
Meylan published a sketch of the latter. 

I witnessed the threat display frequently. It was usually adopted 
when one of the territorial males drove another male from his territory, 
or when the "south" and "hill" cocks advanced on one another in the 
unclaimed area between their territories. The posture was similar to 
that adopted in song display, but the neck was held further forward 
and the bill was not pointed upward but was retained in a more 
normal position. The feathers on the lower neck and upper breast 
were erected. This destroyed the sheen of this part of the bird's 
plumage and produced a dense black area. This posture was not 
always adopted under aggressive circumstances, however. The 
"south" cock was twice seen to drive yearling males out of his territory 
without ruffling the feathers on his breast. 
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BOWING DISPLAY 

The display which I have called "bowing" was performed during dis
putes between males and it appears to be a high intensity threat. I have 
already mentioned the disputes which took place between the "hil l" 
and "south" cocks in the unclaimed area between their territories. 
They were crouched with their bills about a foot apart, pecking at 
one another, when the bird initiating the display moved backwards 
two or three quick paces and raised its head and neck to an angle of 
about 70°* The head and bill were tilted slightly above the horizontal. 
The feathers on the upper back of the neck were slightly erected, but 
their tips lay flat to present a smooth appearance. On the rest of the 
neck and on the upper breast the feathers were also erected, but their 
tips stood out to present a ragged appearance. The beard was fully 
extended. The tail was also held at about an angle of 70° and was 
partially folded. Plates 30 and 31b in Andrew (1958), photographed 
by Kurt Ellstrom, Enar Sjoberg and Jonas Svensk, illustrate this 
posture very well. It is not, however, used when the bird utters its 
song. The song display posture is shown on plate 29 of the same 
paper. 

F I G . 3. Second of two postures adopted by the male Capercaillie (Te/rao urogallus) 
during bowing display. After uttering two guttural calls in the upright position 
shown in Fig. 2, the bird quickly bows the head and neck forward until they are 
parallel to the ground and it is crouching. The two calls are now repeated more 
rapidly, and the whole series of four sounds has been likened to the noise of vomiting 
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In this upright position (Fig. 2) the bird uttered two gutteral calls 
and, with a quick movement, bowed the head and neck forward until 
they were close to the ground and parallel to it. In this new position 
(Fig. 3) the two calls were repeated more rapidly. This series of calls 
can be represented as roo roo roo-reo. It can be likened to the 
sound of a person vomiting and, indeed, German authors have named 
this the " Wurgen" or " Worgen" call. The entire behaviour pattern took 
about two seconds to complete and the calls were uttered in about 
one and a half seconds. 

I have already mentioned the performance of this display in an 
aggressive setting by the non-territorial cock which may not have been 
a yearling. This bird moved forward about four paces with neck 
erect and feathers ruffled before uttering the calls. In its case the tail 
was nearly fully spread and held at an angle of 900. 

Hainard and Meylan describe this behaviour pattern and mention 
that they have not entirely grasped the very complex meaning ascribed 
to it by German authors. Fuschlberger reports that the "Wurgen" 
call, with or without the associated movements, may be uttered by 
yearling males before roosting. 

More observation is needed before the significance of this display is 
fully understood. I have tentatively interpreted it a "high intensity 
threat display" because it appeared in that setting and seemed to be 
homologous to a similar display which is performed in like circum
stances by the Spruce Grouse (Canachites canadensis) (Lumsden in press). 
The Black Grouse, Greater Prairie Chicken, Sharp-tailed Grouse and 
Sage Grouse do not seem to have a homologous display. 

PEE-COPCLATOKY DISPLAY 

Capercaillie cocks do not seem to have a specialised pre-copulatory 
display like the nuptial bow of the Blackcock and Greater Prairie 
Chicken. What would appear to be a pre-copulatory display per
formed by hens has been described by Fuschlberger. He reported 
sinuous movements of the neck, the head stretched back until it almost 
touched the back, then moved sideways, forwards and downwards. 

Hoglund (1957), writing of captive birds, described the hen moving 
with short measured steps, her plumage held in close to her body, 
and making feeble nodding movements with her head, with her beak 
pointed more and more towards the ground. She finally lay down 
with outspread wings, her beak resting on the ground. 

I did not see any pre-copulatory displays quite like these. Before 
mating, hens usually squatted on the ground with half open wings. 
Sometimes one wobbled from side to side or moved the wings in and 
out from a partially drooped to a half open position. Often the head, 
slightly lowered and held close to the breast, was turned through a 
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45° angle from one side to the other. This soliciting posture was 
sometimes held for as long as seventy seconds before the cock mounted. 
On one occasion a hen solicited continuously for about two minutes, 
but three times moved away a few yards with a quick run before the 
cock could mount. On another occasion the cock left two soliciting 
hens to round up a third and drive her into his territory. 

MATING 

Between 20th and 23rd April I witnessed thirteen copulations. I may 
have missed some on 22nd April when much display activity took 
place behind a screen of birches; and on the 2 5 th when a hen spent 
some time on the ground out of my sight in the territory of the "east" 
cock. The number of copulations seen each day and the time limits 
within which they occurred are given in Table 2. Twelve of the 
matings I saw were performed by the "south" cock and only one by 
the "hill" cock. Among Black Grouse, Greater Prairie Chickens and 
Sharp-tailed Grouse, copulation is often interrupted by cocks from 
adjacent territories. In no case did I see any attempt at interference 
among the Capercaillies on the "west" display ground. 

Before mounting, the cock sometimes performed several full song 
displays beside a soliciting female. He then grasped the feathers on 
the back of her head and stepped on to her back. This was carried 
out in a slow deliberate manner and sometimes with some clumsiness. 
His tail was half closed and held at an angle of 45°; during the act of 
insemination it was swung down until it pressed on the ground. 
There was no violent wing flapping as recorded by Lack (1939) and 
Hohn (1953) for the Black Grouse. 

I had no way of distinguishing the hens which came to the "west" 
display ground and cannot say if the same ones were mated on succes
sive mornings. On 23rd April one hen was mated twice by the 
"south" cock, at 5.54 a.m. and 5.58 a.m. 

Fuschlberger reports that copulation usually takes place during the 
hours of the afternoon at "mating grounds" (Tretplat%) which may be 
quite far from the display ground. I have no observations that would 
support this statement and did not see or flush parties of birds contain
ing both sexes on the afternoons that I spent on the hill. 

POST-COPULATORY DISPLAY 

Hoglund, writing of his captive birds, mentions that after copulation 
the hen jumped round the cage. Sometimes she attacked the cock, 
leaping at him and pecking vigorously at his beak and throat. The 
restraining influence of the pen may have affected the behaviour of 
these birds, however, for I certainly saw no activity resembling this 
on the hill of Sluie. After copulation the hen invariably ran a few 
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paces with her neck extended forward and her neck feathers erected. 
As she ran she vigorously shook her wings and then stopped to preen. 
The cock usually resumed the performance of the song display. 

SUMMARY 

(i) The displays of Capercaillies (Tetrao urogallus) were studied at a display ground 
in Aberdeenshire in April i960. 

(2) Three territorial cocks held territories, the boundaries of which did not touch. 
Non-territorial cocks were tolerated in the unclaimed area between the territories. 

(3) Up to four non-territorial cocks visited the display ground during the period 
of activity in the eatly morning. 

(4) Up to nine hens visited the display ground at one time. 
(5) Copulations were observed between 20th and 23 rd April. 
(6) Descriptions are given of the song, flutter jump, threat, bowing, pre

ovulatory and post-copulatory displays. 
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